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Abstract. Using a Carleman inequality, we prove a strong unique continuation

theorem for the Schrödinger operator D + V , where D is the Dirac operator

and V is a potential function in some LP space.

1. Introduction

Let U be a nonempty connected open subset of Rn , and « be a solution of

the differential equation

(D + V)u = 0.

Here D is the Dirac operator and V e Ls(Rn) for some suitable s. The main

theorem says if u vanishes to infinite order at a point, then u = 0 identically.

This is called a unique continuation theorem because it says that the behavior

of a solution at a point determines the behavior in a neighborhood. In 1939
Carleman [2] proved this theorem when n = 2 and V is bounded, and all

subsequent work follows his basic idea. The main step is to prove Carleman

inequalities. We need the following type of inequality:

(1)

H^V/IU^ro},*) < C\\e"l>Af\\mu\{ohdx),       feC§°(U\{0})±~ = \,

for C independent of t as t —> oo and U an open neighborhood of the origin,

where <p is a suitable weight function which is radial and decreasing. Once

this inequality is proved, a straightforward argument due to Carleman yields

uniqueness. The key feature that distinguishes these inequalities from ordinary

Sobolev inequalities is that the constant C is independent of the parameter t.
Our main contribution is to improve an earlier unique continuation theorem
due to Hörmander [3] or Jerison [4] which required that u vanish on an open

set rather than at a single point. In particular Hörmander proved inequalities

of type (1) in the special case in which the function / vanishes not only at

the origin, but also in a ball B about the origin of fixed positive radius. There
was a great deal of work going on and references can be found in [3, 10]. In

order to obtain optimal inequalities of type ( 1 ) with a radial decreasing weight
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function, we have to choose <p carefully. We will use the weight function tp

defined implicitly by cp(x) = y/(y), y = -y/(y) + e^^^ when y = log |x| < 0.
The idea is from Alinhac-Baouendi [1]. Then et<p ~ |jc|~' . This is an algebraic

blowup but still can be handled since u vanishes to infinite order at the origin.

This is better than \x\~' because of convexity: (dy//dy)2 > eEy .

2. Statements of results

The Dirac operator is a first-order constant coefficient operator on Rn of

the form D = £)"=1 ctjd/dXj , where ax, ... , an are skew hermitian matrices

satisfying the Clifford relations: a* = -a¡ and a¡ak + aka¡ = -2ôjk , j, k =

I,... , n. Also D2 = -A and Carleman estimates for D imply estimates of

type(l).
Let 4>(x) = y/(y) be defined as above.

Theorem 1. Let n > 3. There is a constant C depending only on n such that

for all teR and for all h e C0°°((-oo, 0) x S)

(V) V^||t?^A||L2((_oo>0)x5, dydw) < C\\e"t'Dh\\L2{{_OOt0)xS, dydw) ■

Corollary. Let t/ 9 0 be a connected, open subset of R" .

Suppose we have a solution of a Schrodinger operator (D + V)u = 0 in U,

V e L°° and Jjx|<e \u(x)\2dx = 0(eN) for any N. Then w = 0 on U.

Theorem 2. Let n > 3, p = (6n - 4)/(3« + 2), i.e., 1/p - 1/2 = l/y, with
y = (3n - 2)/2. There is a constant C depending only on n such that for all

teR

(X"\ \\e   f\\Lm-oc,0)xS,dydw) < CWe'^Df ||lí>((-cc ,0)xS, dydw)

forallfeC§°((-œ,0)xS,Cm).

Moreover,

(2) ^e' ^'lL2((-00>°)x's> dydw) < C\\e"l'Af\\u,((_oo0)xS, dydw)

forfeC0x((-oo,0)xS).

Corollary 2. Let Ci be a connected, open subset of Rn,   n > 3.   If V e
U(Ci;M(m, Q) and u satisfies Du e L2(Ci; Cm), (D + V)u = 0 in Ci.
If Li<s \u(x)\2dx = 0(eN) for any N, then u is identically zero in Ci.

First, we want to set up some notation and elementary results, following

Jerison [4].

2.1. Polar coordinates. Let S denote the unit sphere in R" . For y e R

and w e S, x = eyw gives polar coordinates on R", i.e., y = log |jc| and

w = x/\x\. The operator

acts only in the tti-variables -{L, d/dy] = 0. We will view L as an operator

on the sphere S. Let
n

a = Y^<XjXj/\x\.
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Then

âD = e~y

and since a2 = -1,

h"
(3) *D = i(L-L

Note that â is unitary and L* = L. If we recall that

(4) ¿ = e-2y(jL + in-2)± + As

where As denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the sphere, then it follows

from D* =D, D2 =-A that

(5) L(L + n-2) = -As.

In general if y/ e C°°(R), then (3) implies that in polar coordinates x = eyw ,

(6) e"l/^eyDe-'v{y)h = aAth

where A, = d/dy - (ty/'(y) + L).

Proof of Theorem 1. To prove the inequality, it suffices to show A*At > cty/"(y),

since this implies

P,/||22 = (AtAth,h) > (tip"(y)h,h) = t\\Jr(i)h\\2L1(dx).

But

A\At =i-^--n- (t¥'(y) + L)) (j^ - (t¥'(y) + L)) > t¥"(y).

So the claim is true. We had the relation y = -y/(y) + e~ev{-y">. From this, we

get

y/'(y) = -l/l+ee-*¥<y)<0.

We also find

>p"(y) = e2e-£V{y)l(l + ee-6'"^»)3 > ceEy .

Now we want to prove Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. We will prove the following inequality first and prove the
dual version later:

\Li{e»ydydw,R-xS) < C\\Atf \\o(e"y dy dw , R- *S)      f°r / e ^(U) .

We can rewrite

Atf = Jl(J^-(tv'(y) + k)^7ikf.

If we have an operator of type d/dy - ay + b for a, b constant coefficients

and a > 0, then we can find a left inverse operator for d/dy - ay + b easily.

So first consider an operator

Ci = d/dy - y.

Jerison [4] exhibited the following exact formula for the symbol of a left inverse
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of Ci : there is a unique operator B on R satisfying

BCi = I and (Be~y2l2) = 0 given by

Bf(y) = (l/2n)JF0(y, n)eiy"f(n)dn,

where

(7)      F0(y

/•OO /»OO

,n) = V2       e~s2-2sy dse-iy«-{y2+i1)l2 - \    e^1-^-^ ds.
Jo Jo

Now if we have an operator d/dy - ay + b, then

o(y,n;a,b) = -=Fo (\fdyo - —= , -j= )
y/a     \ \Ja   y/aj

is the symbol of the left inverse of d/dy - ay + b .
Then by the method of freezing coefficients, we get an approximate symbol

for the inverse of d/dy - (ty/'(y) + k). Namely,

F(y ,n) = o(y,n; t\p"(y), -tip'(y) + ty"(y)y - k).

Also the following symbol estimate is true:

(8)
£)'(§)'*<->

<Cjj(l + \y + in\)-x-J-',       j,l = 0,l,

From (8) we have similar estimates for our symbol F(y, n)

'_d_y fd_\J
(9) [d-y)  UJF(^

< Cjj(Vd+\tw'(y) + k- in\)-x~i-l(a + \tip'(y) + k\)1.

The main tool in the proof is the spherical restriction theorem of Sogge [8].

Theorem. Let Çk  denote the projection operator from L2(S)  to the space of

spherical harmonics of degree k. Then there is a constant c such that

KkgWu-is) < ckl~2/n\\g\\is(s) >

where p = 2n/(n + 2), p' = 2n/(n - 2). Formula (5) implies that

(L + (n- 2)/2)2 = -A, + (n- 2)2/4.

Hence

T = sgn(L + (n- 2)/2)(L + (n - 2)/2)(-A, + (n - 2)2/4)~x/2

is a classical pseudodifferential operator on  S.    Thus  T  is bounded from
L«(S; Cm) to L«(S; Cm) for all q,  1 < q < oo. Moreover,

7tk = ^(l + T)t;k,       k = 0,l,2,...,

nk = -(l-T)c-k, 1 - n, -n, -n - 1,
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Therefore, Sogge's theorem implies that

W*k8\\W(S;C») ̂  Ckx-lln\\g\\v,s.,c").

Define 71m,n by

ttknM,Ng = {it kg if M < k < N, 0 otherwise}.

The triangle inequality implies

\\^M,Ng\\u'(s;C") < CNX-2'"(N - M + l)||s||¿>(s;c-).

Next use a device due to Tomas [11]:

\\ltM, Ng\\2L2 =    / (ltM,Ng, g) < ||Tm,./v£|Iz/|I»?||l"
75

<CNx-2'N(N-M+l)^g\\LP.

We conclude that

\\nM,Ng\\ms;C") < CN'I^N-M+l^WgW^s,^)

and by duality

\\^M,Ng\\LP'(S;C-<) < CNX'P'(N-M+ l)XI2\\g\\LHS;C»>)-

If we interpolate with the trivial estimate

\\nM,Ng\\L?(S;C") < ll^llz^S-O")

we find that

(10) ||7CA/,^||L,(5;Cm)<C(^"-2)/2(^-A/+l)"/2)1/2-1^||g||L2(S;Cm)

for 2<q <p' = 2n/n - 2.

Let N be the integer satisfying 2N~X < l0eEJ'2tx/2 < 2N . Consider a parti-

tion of unity {(pß}ß=0 of the positive real axis satisfying

N

Y,<Pß(r) = l,      allr>0,
ß=0

(11) supp^c{r:2^-2<r<2^,        ß = 1,2,..., N-1,

supp (po C {r : r < 1},        supp <Pn C {r : r > 5/400},

\(d/dr)l<pß(r)\<C,2-^,       1 = 0,1,....

Define

Define

Ftf(y ,w) = Yd^¡Ft(y,n, k)nkf(n, .)(w)eiriy dn.
k

Ftß(y,n,k) = <pß[^W(y) + k-in\xjFt(y,n,k).
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Then Ft satisfies

< CJti(y/â + \tip'(y)ô + k- in\)-x-J-l(a + \ty/'(y) + k\)1,

(j^¡ (Ft(y,n,k)-Ft(y,n,k+l))

<Cj(yfä+W(y) + k-in\)-2-A

From (12) and the property of \(d/dor)'<pß(r)\ < 2~ßl, we deduce that the
following inequalities hold uniformly for y e I = I¡ = (-/, -I + 1)

(12)

£)Vom.*>< Cj&yfr)
-X-j

(13)

Now if we define

(J^)J(Ff(y,n,k)-Ff(y,n,k+l)) < Cj&y/a)- 2-y

(F?f)(y,w) = YJ^JFii(y,n,k)nkf(ri,-)(w)eiy<>dn,
k

then Ft = Yfß=o rf • We begin by estimating FtN. In the case ß = N, we need

different estimates. By a choice of N such that 2N ~ I0eej'y/a we have the

following.
Since FtN is supported where

\tip'(y) + k-in\>2Nsfä'~ lOt,

we have

\W'(y) + k - in\ > c(l + \n\ + \k\)    uniformly for y < 0.

Hence

(14)

£Y (£)>(,,,,*)
dn)

<C/,M(H-|r;|-i-|A:|)-,-^>       7 = 0,1,..

It follows that FtN is controlled by standard pseudodifferential operators and

by the Sobolev inequality

Wf\\LP'(IxS,e"ydydw) ^ \\rDf\\L2(IxS,e"ydydw) »       f°r aU f £ Co°(7 X S)

and p' = 2n/(n - 2).
We have

ll-Ff   f\\Li(IxS,dx) < C\\f\\LHIxS,dx)

for all / € C0°°(7 x S; Cm)  for  1 < q < p'.   In particular this holds for

q = (6n- 4)/(3« - 6).
Let

M = {-ty/'(y)-2ßy/ä],        M' = {M + 2 x 2ßy/a] + 1.
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Denote

Ttß(y, t])g(w) = Y,F?(y> ri,k)nkg(w).

Here Ftß(y, n, k) = 0 unless M < k < M'. Summation by parts gives

M'

Ttß(y, n) = £(F/()>, *> k)-Fß(y, n,k+l))nM,k     for M <k<M'.
M

Now (10) and (13) give

d V
\dl¡)  Ttly'l^M.kg

Li{S;C

<Q(2^)-1^(i("-2)/2(2^)"/2)1/2-1^|k||L2(S;Cm)

uniformly for y e I.
Define

Kß(y,z) = ^JTß(y,n)e^dn

= YnS{h)T'{y^mÍZ)leÍZ"dr]'

and since the length of the interval in n where Tf  is nonzero is less than

2x2"»/a,

\\Kf(y,z)g\\LHS,Cm)

< C(l + |2^z|)-10(i("-2)/2(2^)"/2)1/2-'/«||g||L2(S;Cm).

Note that

Ftßf(y,w) = JKß(y,y-y')f(y', -)(w)dy'.

Lemma. Let H(y,y') be a bounded operator from Lp (S) to L9(S) of operator

norm < h(y-y') for each y, y' e R. Suppose that h e Lr(R) for l/r+ 1/p =

1 + l/q. Then

Tf(y,w) = JH(y,y')f(':)(w)dy'

satisfies

II-T/||l»(11xS) < ||A||//(ä)||/||li>(JIxpS)-

Now we see that the lemma implies for ß < N - 1,

\\Fff\\LHIjXS,dx) < C2-(»-2Wr(e°y)m\\f\\LHljXS)dx),       m > -1/3.

If we sum the series in ß and add the final term ß = N, we get

(16) jTFff < C'e^\\f\\LH[jXS,e„ydydw).

ß L«(IjxS,e"ydydw)

So far we have obtained estimates only for the main term, so we will work on

the remainder term from now on.
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From the relation f(y) = FtAtf(y) - Rtf(y), we have

Rtf(y) = ff Ft(y ,n,k)t(y-y')2g(y, y')e*y-y^f(y',-)(w)ay'dnnk

for

g(y,y')= [ (l-s)ip'"(y)(y + s(y'-y))ds.
Jo

We hope to obtain a similar type of inequality, i.e.,

\\Rtf\\Lm,xs,dx) < Ci\\f\\Li(IlXStdx)     in 7, = (-/, -/+ 1).

For that we are going to adopt the same techniques as in the main step. Then

using the same partition of unity, {<pß}ß=o,...,n •

R?f(y) = £ //Ftß(y. n - k)*(y - y')2ei"{y-y')g(y, y')f(y', -)(w)dy' dnnk.

Let's denote Kß(y,y') as follows:

K?(y, y') = ¿ j tTf(y, n)(y - y'fe^-y1)* g{y ( y} d„.

Then the following relation holds:

*í7Cv. w) = / Kf(y, y')f(y', -)(w) dy'.

Since a = t\p"(y) ~ te~el uniformly for y e I¡  and  ||gJ|oo < e~d  for y,

y' € //.

As a result, ||î(2^v/û)_2c?IIoo < C . Then following the same steps as before

we obtain

(16')
\\Rff\\LHi:xs,dx)<C'2-^-2Meel'3\\f\\LHllxS¡dx)    wheny = (3n-2)/2.

The case ß = N works for the same reason as in the main terms: from the
definition,

(RnJ)(y ,w) = J2 ¿ //F,N(y ,y',1, k)nkf(y', ■)(w)ei"^-y">dy'dw
k

when FtN(y ,y',n,k) = (y-y')2g(y, y')FtN .

Now as in the main step this operator is controlled by standard pseudodif-

ferential operators and we can deduce

\\Ft   f\\Li{I,xS,dx) < C||/||z.2(7/X.Sjtfr).

If we sum the series in ß and add the final term ß = N, we obtain

(14') \\R,f\\L<{IlxS,dx) < C^/3||/|L2(/,x5,¿*) •

Now with the estimate on the unit anulus, i.e. 7/ x S, we try to extend it to the
whole ball, in this case R~ x S. First, we restate Theorem 1 as

Wf\\L2(I,xS,e"ydydw) < Ceej<   \\Atf\\L2y.xS eny dy dw) .

Combining this with (14') we obtain

Il-^r/llz.«(/jx5,e"»'<*-<*«) ^ Ce £Jl  \\Atf \\Li(¡¡xS eny¿y fa)
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and

Wf\\Li{ljXS,e»ydydw) < Ce ej'  \\Atf \\l2{IjxS ,e"y dydw) ■

But with the main estimates, the above implies

II-' \\li(IjxS ,e^ili+")y dydw) — ̂ W^'J I'z.2(/jx5 ,«?»»+«» dy dw) '

Now choose {Wjk}jeN ,k=\,2 to be partitions of unity such that

y/jx e C§°(-j, -j + 3/4),        Wj2 e C§T(-j + 2/4, -j + 5/4).

Then using f =Y1 Wjf (we wiU Just caU {Wjk). {Wj})> we come to the final
estimate:

117 Wuny*"!^'» dydw ,R-x.S)

- Co2_^ WjJ \\Li(e^in+^ydydw,I1xS)

j

< Cx £ \\At(Vjf)\\l2{e(n+e)ydydwjjXS)
j

< C2¿_¿\WjJ \\LW+'»dyduj,Ij-x.S) + ^2 ¿^ Wj^tJ \\i2(e("+'»dydw,IjxS)
j

<(2) c\\f\\g + c\\A,f\\q
- *-  WJ "L2(e("+')y dydw ,R- xS) ^ ^ "^lJ "L2(e^+^y dydw ,R~ xS)

<(3) r"\\A,f\\q
^      «-   N-«i7 \\LHe"ydydw,R-xS) '

Inequalities (1) and (2) hold since for each x € R, only finitely many (//s over-

lap. Inequality (3) comes from L2 estimates. The above estimate is equivalent
to

(17') \WV f\\Li(R-xS,e«ydyaw) < C\\etvDf \\Li(R- xs,e«ydydw) ■
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